
Toptower Classic DIY Scaffold Towers – with a Galvanised finish.  
 
Classic Towers are made from Pre-Galvanised Tube for maximum corrosion resistance. They resist rust 
and will be a pleasure to use year in year out! Cheaper competitor’s dip painted towers quickly corrode 
and become extremely unpleasant to work with. This is made worse when locking pins (often found on 
cheaper towers) corrode and seize up rendering the tower extremely unsafe. 
 
Total Solution - With an unrivalled selection of optional accessories, the Classic range of DIY Scaffold Towers 
can solve 
almost any access problem – 
 
- Uneven or sloping ground can be tackled with either adjustable bases or adjustable castors to 
give you a safe and level platform to work off. 
 
- Other options include Standard Castors for level ground mobility, Stabilisers (Outriggers), Internal 
Ladder System, Trapdoor Platform, Safety Pack Upgrade for even greater stability and safety (Pair of Stabilisers, 
a Tower Stand-off, Double Handrail Frames* and Double Handrails, and even Cantilever Adjustable legs for 
cantilevering your tower onto a Sloping Roof! 
 
The latest addition to the accessory list is the Tower ‘Stand Off’ (included in the Safety Pack Upgrade) which 
helps to stabilise your tower against a wall using wall ties (not supplied). See this in the pictures on the Classic 
DIY Tower web page. 
 
Total Flexibility - If your needs change – A bit more height, or a different base size you can convert your tower to 
be a different base size by purchasing different sized components to do this – our sales team can advise. 
 
Total confidence - Thousands of towers sold over the last 30+ years = Thousands of Happy Customers. 

 
British Made! – Support a British Manufacturing company.  
 
No Locking Pins – Our Classic DIY Scaffold towers don’t use locking pins but instead have a SUPERIOR 
SWAGE FITTING 
for simple, safe and quick assembly without the need for tools. (Read on for more details). 
 
 
NO LOCKING PINS - WHY? 
Locking pins found on many cheaper painted scaffold towers are awkward to operate and inconvenient (there 
are two locking pins per frame which means it takes longer to erect and dismantle), some need a spanner but 
nearly all are prone to seizing up due to corrosion, rendering them useless and thus making the cheap 
painted tower option a potentially dangerous choice. 
 
Locking pins on cheaper painted towers are supposed to reduce the amount of ‘play’ or movement created by a 
loose-fitting type socket when joining the frames of a scaffold tower. When the locking pin is tightened, this forces 
the leg of the 
upper frame against the side of the wall of the welded socket of the frame below (see fig 1). This means 
there will be a strong possibility that excessive movement will be experienced on the tower especially 
when the tower is erected to higher levels. If the pins are over tightened this will cause the tube to deform inside  
the socket as the thin walled tube used on cheaper painted towers is quite weak. 



 

 

 
 
 
CHOOSE THE SAFER SWAGE FITTING OPTION FROM TOPTOWER - 
We have invested many thousands of pounds in Hi-Tech machinery to put a Superior Swage Fitting on our tower 
leg (see above diagram Fig 2), which means you have close contact all-round the tube and for the whole length of 
the swage where the frames join thus making it a much more sturdy tower. It is quicker to erect and dismantle 
because you don't need any tools and there is nothing to seize up due to corrosion. Therefore, Toptower Classic 
DIY Scaffold Towers are simpler, quicker and safer to use for the whole of their life. 


